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BACKGROUND: Gujarat is located at the western most 
point of the Indian subcontinent. Valsad and Surat districts 
are part of the ‘tribal belt’ of Gujarat and constitute 29.1% 
of total tribal population of Gujarat. These tribal populations 
are a rich source of gaining insights in the patterns of 
genetic diversity and genetico-environmental disorders 
against the back drop of their ecological, historical and 
ethnographic aspects.
AIM: The objectives were to find out a) the genetic diversity 
among the tribes of Gujarat with reference to haptoglobin 
(Hp) locus b) the relationship between Hp polymorphism 
and sickle cell anemia/trait. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS: 431 individuals belonging 
to eight tribal groups were studied for Hp polymorphism 
using polyacrylamide disc gel electrophoresis (PAGE). 
Hb*S was screened by dithionate tube turbididy (DTT) 
test and confirmed using cellulose acetate membrane 
electrophoresis (CAME).
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: Allele frequency was calculated 
by direct gene counting method. Average heterozygosity 
and gene diversity were computed using software DISPAN. 
Analysis of molecular variance (AMOVA) was estimated 
using software ARLEQUIN version 3.1.
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS: Pattern of allele 
frequency distribution showed preponderance of Hp2 allele 
in all the eight tribal groups, which is in accordance with its 
frequency in different populations of Indian subcontinent. 
Total average heterozygosity (HT) was found to be low 
(0.160) but the level of genetic differentiation (GST) was 
found to be moderately high (5.6%). AMOVA analysis 
indicated least among group variance between west and 
south Indian populations (-0.04%) indicating the affinities of 
the tribes of Gujarat with that of Dravidian speaking groups. 
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Analysis of Hp phenotypes among sickle cell anemia/ trait 
individuals revealed a high frequency of Hp 0-0 phenotype 
(92.7%) among SS individuals as opposed to only 9.7% 
among AS individuals, reaffirming the selective advantage 
of HbAS state in relation to hemolytic disorders.

Key words: AMOVA, haptoglobin, heterozygosity, 
hypohaptoglobinaemia, sickle cell anemia, tribes.

Introduction

India is known to be a land of diversity and has a large 
number of castes, tribes and religious communities. It 
has been estimated that the Indian national population 
is composed of some 50,000 to 60,000 essentially 
endogamous sub-populations.[1] Existence of these 
restricted gene pools provides ample scope for studying 
the extent of genetic diversity within and between 
populations and to relate observed patterns of affinities 
with cultural, linguistic and demographic histories of the 
populations. In this context, tribal populations in particular 
are a rich source of gaining meaningful insights on 
the pattern of genetic diversity in the backdrop of their 
ethnographic histories.

The tribal populations are possibly the original 
inhabitants of India[2,3] and at present constitute 8.2% of 
the total population of India.[4] Ironically, Gujarat state of 
western India, which is home to 8.87% of the total tribal 
population of India,[5] has not been extensively studied 
from anthropological point of view. Keeping this in view, 
we examined a) the genetic diversity with reference to 
haptoglobin (Hp) locus among the eight tribal population 
groups of Gujarat, western India and b) the relationship 
between Hp polymorphism and sickle cell anemia/trait.
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Materials and Methods

The present study is conducted among the eight tribal 
population groups namely Dhodia, Dubla, Konkana, 
Gamit, Vasava, Mota Chaudhary, Nana Chaudhary and 
Pavagadhi Chaudhary from Valsad and Surat districts 
of Gujarat. All the groups speak languages belonging 
to Indo-European linguistic family and are affiliated to 
Proto-Australoid ethnic stock.[6] Table 1 presents the 
distribution of samples by tribes and area of collection. 
5 ml of intravenous blood was collected from 431 
randomly selected unrelated individuals from the eight 
tribal populations in ethylene diamine tetra acetic acid 
(EDTA) coated vacutainers, with their prior informed 
written consent. After the sample collection, 0.5-1 ml 
of plasma was separated by centrifuging the tubes at 
3000-3400 rotations per minute (rpm) for 10-15 min 
at room temperature on the same day and stored in 
refrigerator at -20°C. Hp phenotypes were determined 
from plasma samples using polyacrylamide disc gel 
electrophoresis (PAGE) technique.[7] Another 1-2 ml 
of blood samples were used for identifying sickle cell 
individuals employing dithionate tube turbidity (DTT)  
test.[8] The samples identified positive for sickle cell 
(Hb*S) were further subjected to cellulose acetate 
membrane electrophoresis (CAME)[9] for recognizing 
homozygous SS and heterozygous AS hemoglobin 
states. Remaining blood samples were used for the 
purpose of DNA extraction for later use. Allele frequency 
was calculated by direct gene counting method for 
each population and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was 
verified using Chi-square goodness of fit test. Average 
heterozygosity and gene differentiation at the Hp locus 

were computed using software DISPAN.[10] Analysis 
of molecular variance (AMOVA) was estimated using 
software ARLEQUIN version 3.1.[11]

A brief ethnographic profile of the eight tribal groups 
is presented below:

Konkana: Konkanas in Gujarat are immigrants from 
western coastal strip of Maharashtra, western India. 
Konkanas largely depend upon agriculture, agriculture 
labor, fishing and collection of minor forest products for 
their subsistence. The community is divided into several 
exogamous units like Mahala, Gavid, Gavit, Gaikwad 
etc. They practice group endogamy and clan exogamy. 
According to the Census of India (2001), the total 
population of Konkana in Gujarat is 3,29,496.

Dhodia: Dhodias are one of the largest tribal groups 
of Gujarat state (western India) with the total population 
size of 5, 86,108.[4] The origin of Dhodia is shrouded in 
mystery and has been given different interpretations. 
They are mainly agriculturists. The Dhodia are subdivided 
into a number of equally ranked exogamous clans. 

Dubla: Dublas are also known as Halpati. They are 
one of the predominant tribal groups in Gujarat state 
(western India) with the total population of 5, 96,865  
individuals.[4] Their origin and ethnic affinities are unclear. 
Land is their main economic resource. The tribe is 
subdivided into twenty exogamous clans. They are 
monogamous and Hindu by religion.

Vasava: Bhils with the population size of 3,441,945 
represents 46% of the total scheduled tribe (ST) 
population of Gujarat.[4] Vasava community constitutes 
one of the major groups of Bhils in Gujarat.[12] Their main 
occupation is agriculture. Vasavas are an endogamous 
community maintaining clan and village exogamy. They 
are monogamous and follow patrilineal, patrilocal and 
patriarchal rules of marriage and kinship.

Gamit: Gamits are migrants from south of Konkan 
coast near Goa.[13] Their physical features qualify 
them to be categorized under Proto-Australoid  
group.[14] Gamits are endogamous and have a number 
of exogamous clans. They are mostly monogamous, but 
few cases of polygyny are also seen. They are Hindu by 
religion. Gamits are mainly agriculturists while some are 
employed in white collar jobs and others work as laborers. 
According to the Census of India (2001), Gamits number 
is 3, 54, 362 in Gujarat.

Table 1: Distribution of samples by tribes and area of 
sample collection

Population Area of sample  
collection

Total sample 
size

Dhodia Valsad 93*
Dubla Valsad 51
Konkana Valsad 48
Vasava Surat 45
Mota Chaudhary Surat 50
Pavagadhi Chaudhary Surat 42
Nana Chaudhary Surat 52
Gamit Surat 50
Total Sample size 431
*93 samples include 46 samples from randomly selected individuals and 47 
samples taken exclusively from sickle cell anemic individuals
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Chaudhary: Chaudharys are one of the indigenous 
tribal groups of Gujarat, western India. The traditional 
occupation of the tribe is agriculture followed by animal 
husbandry. Their spoken dialect belongs to the Indo-
European family of languages. Their origin has been 
subjected to various interpretations. Chaudharys are 
divided into five sub-groups namely, Mota Chaudhary, 
Nana Chaudhary, Pavagadhi Chaudhary, Valavada 
Chaudhary and Bonda Chaudhary. Marriages among 
the sub-groups are prohibited except between Nana and 
Pavagadhi Chaudhary. For this reason, Mota Chaudhary 
has been considered as a separate Mendelian population 
in the present study. The total population of Chaudhary 
has been enumerated as 2,82,392 in Gujarat.[4] 

Results

Table 2 summarizes the phenotypic distribution of 
Hp polymorphism. The Hp 0-0 phenotype frequency 
varies from 7.14% among Pavagadhi Chaudhary to 
1.96% among Dubla in randomly selected individuals. 
The number of individuals reported as having Hp0-0 
phenotype has been excluded for Hp1 and Hp2 allele 
frequency estimation.

Table 3 presents the allele frequencies of Hp alleles 
in the eight tribal populations of Gujarat. Hp2 allele 
frequency is found to be higher than Hp1 allele in all the 
tribal populations under study. The highest frequency 
of Hp2 allele (1.00) is observed among Pavagadhi 
Chaudhary and lowest (0.812) among Gamit. Allele 
frequencies were subjected to goodness of fit Chi square 
test to observe any departure of observed and expected 
Hp allele frequencies from Hardy-Weinberg proportions 
in the studied populations. The analysis revealed that, 
barring Gamit and Vasava, overall pattern of Hp allele 
frequencies are in agreement with their expected Hardy-
Weinberg proportion in all other populations.

Heterozygosity values in the eight populations of 
Gujarat are listed in Table 4. The heterozygosity values 
are found to vary from 0.000 in Pavagadhi Chaudhary 
to 0.307 in Gamit with an average of 0.153 in pooled 
populations. The extent of average heterozygosity (HT) 

and genetic differentiation (GST) was found to be 16.0 
and 5.6% respectively (data not shown).

Table 5 presents data on analysis of variance 

undertaken among the populations grouped on the 

basis of their geographical location into four categories. 

The results indicate that within population component 

of variance in all the comparisons constitutes the major 

component of variance. Among group variance is found 

to be low for all categories of comparisons. In spite of 

this, a gradation could be observed for this component 

between the various categories. The least among group 

variance is found between the southern and western 

Indian populations (-0.04%) followed by that between 

northern and western Indian populations (0.79%). 

When the three geographical zones of India namely 

north, west and south are considered, it is observed that 

Table 2: Haptoglobin phenotype distribution among the 
eight tribal populations of Gujarat
Tribe Hp 2-2 Hp 2-1 Hp 1-1 Hp 0-0 Total
Dhodia 30 13 2 1 46
Dubla 42 7 1 1 51
Konkana 44 1 0 3 48
Vasava 37 4 3 1 45
Mota Chaudhary 46 3 0 1 50
Pavagadhi Chaudhary 39 0 0 3 42
Nana Chaudhary 41 7 1 3 52
Gamit 37 4 7 2 50
Total 316 39 14 15 384

Table 3: Haptoglobin allele frequency distribution 
among the eight tribal populations of Gujarat
Population No.  

tested
Allele frequency χ2

Hp1 Hp2

Dhodia 45 0.1809 0.8191 0.137329
Dubla 50 0.0900 0.9100 1.319231
Konkana 45 0.0114 0.9886 0.000000
Vasava 44 0.1136 0.8864 14.845954*
Mota Chaudhary 49 0.0306 0.9694 0.032251
Pavagadhi Chaudhary 39 0.0000 1.0000 0.000000
Nana Chaudhary 49 0.0918 0.9082 1.266939
Gamit 48 0.1875 0.8125 26.815816*
Total 369 0.0882 0.9118
*Statistically significant at df 1, P≤0.05

Table 4: Heterozygosity values at haptoglobin locus 
among the eight tribal populations of Gujarat
Tribes Heterozygosity
Dhodia 0.299809
Dubla 0.165455
Konkana 0.022002
Vasava 0.204330
Mota Chaudhary 0.060759
Pavagadhi Chaudhary 0.000000
Nana Chaudhary 0.168794
Gamit 0.307263
Total (average heterozygosity in pooled populations) 0.153582
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among group variance is 0.81%. Maximum among group 
variance is found between the northern and southern 
Indian populations (1.5%). All the values were found to 
be statistically significant.

431 individuals were screened for Hb*S and out of 
which 82 individuals were detected positive. Of these 82 
samples, 41 were found to be homozygous SS and 41 
heterozygous AS. Table 6 demonstrates the frequency 
distribution difference between Hp 0-0 phenotype and the 
other Hp phenotypes (Hp 1-1, Hp 1-2, Hp 2-2) among 
the 82 samples. Frequencies of Hp 0-0 and other Hp 
phenotypes among the 82 HbSS/AS samples were 
found to be 51.2% and 48.8% respectively. However 
marked disparity was observed between SS and AS 
individuals with respect to the Hp 0-0 and other Hp 
phenotypes frequency distribution pattern. Remarkably 
high frequency of Hp 0-0 phenotype (92.7%) in contrast 
to 7.3% frequency of other Hp phenotypes was observed 
among SS individuals. Conversely 9.7% occurrence rate 
of Hp 0-0 phenotype and 90.3% frequency of other Hp 
phenotypes were noticed among AS individuals. 

Discussion

Due to the strategic geographic location, Gujarat serves 

as a major corridor for the entry of people of diverse 
ethnic and cultural backgrounds, which is apparent from 
the existence of one of the oldest civilization of world 
at Lothal, Dholavira, Surkotda.[15] Further with the tribal 
strength of 14.8% of the total population of Gujarat, few 
genetic studies have so far been undertaken on the tribal 
groups of Gujarat with reference to Hp polymorphism.[16]

In the present study, we examined the distribution of 
Hp polymorphic system in the eight tribal populations of 
Gujarat, India. The allele frequency distribution in the 
eight tribal study groups revealed the preponderance of 
Hp2 allele with the frequency ranging from a maximum 
of 1.00 among Pavagadhi Chaudhary to a minimum of 
0.812 among Gamit [Table 3]. The results are consistent 
with the findings from other studies undertaken in the 
Gujarat region where the Hp2 allele frequency has 
been found to vary from 0.93 in Gamit[16] to 0.724 in 
Visa Oswal Jain.[17] It would be worth mentioning here 
that the frequency of Hp2 allele has been found to be 
consistently high across various states and in different 
ethnic groups in India; ranging from 1.00 among Bhumij 
from West Bengal[18] to 0.597 among Christian Siddis 
from Karnataka[19] with an average of 82.3. The high 
frequency of Hp2 allele throughout the subcontinent in 
spite of the diverse ethnic groups may be an indicative of 
common selection pressure operating on the Hp locus. 

So far malaria has been identified as the strongest 
known selective pressure[20,21] possibly contributing to 
characteristic distribution of Hp alleles. The highest 
Hp2 allele frequency has been reported from south and 
south-east Asia and lowest from south America.[22] The 
mechanism involved in providing protection against 
malaria is based on the difference in biochemical 
properties of Hp2-2 polymer from Hp1-1 and Hp2-1 
polymers. Hp2-2 polymer has weaker hemoglobin (Hb) 
binding capacity, is present in lower concentration 

Table 5: Extent of genetic differentiation estimated by AMOVA among populations of Gujarat with other Indian 
populations of different geographical regions based on haptoglobin locus
Category Among group variance 

(in percentage)
Among populations 

within group variance 
(in percentage)

Within population variance 
(in percentage)

North, west and south Indian populations 0.81 2.0 97.19
North and west Indian populations 0.79 1.61 97.59
South and west Indian populations -0.04 2.49 97.55
North and south Indian populations 1.50 1.90 96.59
All the values are significant, at P≤0.05

Table 6: Distribution of Hp 0-0 phenotype versus other 
haptoglobin phenotypes among HbSS and HbAS 
individuals
Tribe Hp 0-0 Rest (Hp1-1,Hp2-1,Hp2-2)

SS AS Total SS AS Total
Dhodia 37 0 37 1 9 10
Dubla 0 0 0 0 4 4
Konkana 0 0 0 0 1 1
Vasava 0 1 1 0 0 0
Mota Chaudhary 1 0 1 0 6 6
Pavagadhi 
Chaudhary

0 1 1 0 4 4

Nana Chaudhary 0 1 1 1 6 7
Gamit 0 1 1 1 7 8
Total 38 4 42 3 37 40
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in circulation, is a weaker antioxidant, and have 
high immune reactivity than Hp 1-1 and Hp 2-1  
polymers.[23,24] The cumulative effect of all these factors 
along with the persistent hemolysis associated with 
malaria induces great oxidative stress on red blood cells 
(RBCs) resulting in their destruction and elimination along 
with the parasite living inside them from the spleen thus 
conferring protection against malaria.

Despite several investigations, association between 
the Hp system and malaria is still controversial, with some 
studies supporting the hypothesis of protective effect 
of Hp2 allele[25-28] and others presenting contradictory 
evidence.[29,30] Thus, further investigations might give 
valuable information concerning the selection pressure 
operating on Hp alleles and the dynamics behind their 
spread in different geographical regions. 

In the present study, the Hp marker has also been 
utilized to assess the genetic heterogeneity between 
the populations. The heterozygosity values are variable 
[Table 4] and can be attributed to different demographic 
history of these groups in the past. The genomic diversity 
analysis when performed after combining the phenotypic 
findings on presently studied tribes with previously 
studied 11 population groups of Gujarat[31] showed a 
decrease in GST values from 0.056 (in 8 studied groups) 
to 0.049 (in 19 groups of Gujarat) (data not shown), 
indicating the underlying genomic uniformity between 
the populations of Gujarat. 

The analysis of molecular variance [Table 5] 
considering the three geographical regions of the 
country (north, west, south India) exhibit remarkably low 
component of among group variance between the three 
zones (0.81%), indicating the common selective pressure 
operating over all the regions lending conceivable 
support to the spread of Hp2 allele over Hp1 allele. This 
finding can also be interpreted in terms of common 
genetic substratum of Indian populations which might 
have responded in the similar ways throughout the 
subcontinent displacing the Hp1 allele and promoting the 
spread of Hp2 allele under certain specific conditions. 

Despite, such a small percentage of variance 
between the three zones of India, AMOVA is found to be 
surprisingly sensitive to capture differences in variance 
between north-west, south-west and north-south regions. 

The west and south Indian populations exhibit the 
least among group variance (-0.04%) followed by the 
comparisons between north and west (0.79%) and north 
and south (1.5%) Indian populations [Table 5]. The low 
component of among group variance between western 
and southern Indian populations with respect to Hp locus 
indicates the possible genetic congruence between the 
two linguistically dissimilar groups namely Indo-European 
speaking tribes of Gujarat with Dravidian speaking south 
Indian populations. Whereas the highest percentage 
of among group variance between the northern and 
southern Indian populations could be attributed either to 
differences in ethnic constitution between the populations 
of these regions or to great geographical distance 
between the regions. 

The high frequency of Hp 0-0 phenotype among 
sickle cell patients [Table 6] can be explained due to the 
persistent hemolysis in case of sickle cell anemia resulting 
into profound degree of hypohaptoglobinaemia, which is 
relatively insensitive to detection by electrophoresis. 
Many diseases associated with excessive RBC 
destruction such as sickle cell anemia, impaired liver 
function are shown to have less quantity of Hp in their 
sera. Thus, the high frequency of Hp 0-0 phenotype in the 
present study is in conformity with the other such similar 
studies showing the presence of Hp 0-0 phenotype in 
hematological diseases.[32,33] Marked higher frequency 
of other Hp phenotypes (90.3%) and approximately ten 
folds lower frequency of Hp 0-0 phenotype (9.7%) among 
AS individuals probably reflects selective advantage 
of heterozygosity of HbS allele, conferring protection 
against characteristic profound episodes of hemolysis in 
SS individuals. Thus, disparity in frequency distribution 
of Hp 0-0 phenotype among homozygous SS and 
heterozygous AS individuals probably represents one of 
the few examples of selective advantage of heterozygous 
state over homozygous condition.
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